
 
732 Jonesborough St. 

Hendersonville, NC  28739 
 

Doggy Daycare Waiver 
 

Owner recognizes and accepts that there are inherent risks of illness and/or injury when dogs are allowed to co-mingle 
and engage in canine pack behavior. Such risks include but are not limited to problems arising from rough play, chasing, 
ingesting found objects and kennel cough.  
 
I, the Owner, understand and agree that any problem or injury sustained while my dog(s) are at Dog In Suds will be 
treated as deemed best by Dog In Suds staff. All dogs are screened for aggression, but fights can and will still occur. 
Every dog bites…..Even yours! All dogs have a bite threshold. It is also possible for a puncture wound to occur during 
play sessions.  While my dog(s) will be checked attended to daily by Dog In Suds staff, it is possible for minor injuries to 
be inadvertently missed.  In the event of a serious medical problem, Dog In Suds will contact your vet and transport the 
pet there, or to the closest vet of our choice if it is too severe to travel too far. You will be responsible for any and all bills 
occurred. Dog in Suds always attempts to contact the Owner or emergency contact before providing any medical 
attention.  
 
I, the Owner, understand that I am responsible for any harm caused by my dog(s) while attending Dog In Suds. I shall 
indemnify Dog In Suds against any and all claims made against, or losses or damages of any kind suffered by Dog In Suds 
as a result of my failure to inform Dog In Suds of any medical conditions or behavioral issues or tendencies my dog(s) 
may have. I agree that in bringing my dog(s) to Dog In Suds, the facility has relied on my representations that my dog(s) 
are in good health and that they do not pose a health or behavioral threat to people or other dogs. Should my dog(s) 
exhibit inappropriate behavior which is deemed to compromise their own or other dogs’ safety or that of the staff, I 
understand that my dog(s) will be safely confined as necessary until the owner or their authorized representative can 
remove the dog from the premises.  
 
I grant Dog In Suds, its representatives and employees the right to take photographs of me and/or my pet, and to 
copyright, use and publish the same in print and/or electronically.      (Yes/No):_____ 
 
I agree that Dog In Suds may use such photographs of me and/or my pet with or without my name and for any lawful 
purpose, including, for example, such purposes as publicity, illustration, advertising, and Web content.     (Yes/No):_____ 
 

Name of Dog(s): _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

I the Owner,  ___________________________________________ have read the above pages and understand my 
responsibilities herein regarding this contract and the Kennel’s policies. All questions regarding Doggie Daycare have 
been answered to my satisfaction by Dog In Suds staff. 
 
 
 

Signature of Owner        Date 
 
 
 

Dog In Suds Representative       Date 
 


